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Abstract
We exploit evolutionary computation to optimize the handcrafted Structural Similarity method (SSIM) through a datadriven approach. We estimate the best combination of luminance,
contrast and structure components, as well as the sliding window
size used for processing, with the objective of optimizing the similarity correlation with human-expressed mean opinion score on
a standard dataset. We experimentally observe that better results
can be obtained by penalizing the overall similarity only for very
low levels of luminance similarity. Finally, we report a comparison of SSIM with the optimized parameters against other metrics
for full reference quality assessment, showing superior performance on a different dataset.

each image’s average (µ), thus the luminance comparison is:
l(x, y) = (2µx µy +C1 )/(µx2 + µy2 +C1 )

where C1 is a small constant for numerical stability, as are C2 and
C3 in the following equations for the other components. Contrast
is represented through the use of standard deviation (σ ), and consequently the contrast-based comparison is:
c(x, y) = (2σx σy +C2 )/(σx2 + σy2 +C2 )

Full-reference measures for Image Quality Assessment
(IQA) provide a comparison value between a pristine reference
image and a potentially corrupted version of the same image.
These measures are used in a wide variety of applications, such as
the assembly of pleasing photo-collages, perceptual image compression, and its subsequent transmission [21]. More recently,
differentiable full-reference measures have also been exploited
as a guiding loss for gradient-based learning of neural networks,
in the fields of image generation and enhancement [10].
The Structural Similarity method (SSIM) [20] has been introduced as an effective full-reference measure for image quality assessment, showing a good correlation with the subjective
evaluation provided by human observers (such as Mean Opinion
Score - MOS) on standard datasets. Due to this correlation, it has
been used as proxy evaluation for human assessment in different
applications, such as image deblurring and super-resolution [7].
As a guiding optimization measure, however, other measures are
often preferred, based on the comparison of visual features at
different levels of abstraction [10]. A better approximation of
human perception typically characterizes such measures, at the
cost of higher computational time when compared to SSIM.
SSIM is a hand-crafted measure, computed from the comparison of luminance, structure, and contrast of the input pair. It
is characterized by manually-defined parameters, such as exponentiation of each comparison element, and the window’s size for
its processing. In this work, we augment the hand-crafted SSIM
through a data-driven approach, which allows reaching a higher
correlation with the human response in terms of quality assessment. We exploit Evolutionary Computation (EC) techniques on
standard image quality datasets to efficiently define the best combination of parameters for the application of the SSIM measure.

Background and Related Works
SSIM compares a reference image x and a corrupted image
y, based on three independent components: luminance, contrast,
and structure [21]. The luminance information is represented by
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(2)

Structure is computed by normalizing the images by the corresponding mean and variance. They are compared with the inner
product, computed through their covariance σxy :
s(x, y) = (σxy +C3 )/(σx σy +C3 )

Introduction

(1)

(3)

Finally, the three components are combined into:
SSIM(x, y) = [l(x, y)]α · [c(x, y)]β · [s(x, y)]γ

(4)

Statistics µ{x,y} , σ{x,y} and σxy are computed locally with a 11 ×
11 gaussian weighting function, and eventually averaged.
Multiscale SSIM (MS-SSIM) [22] is an extension of SSIM
based on its efficient application at different resolutions. The Visual Information Fidelity (VIF) [16] is computed by comparing
the mutual information contained in each image. Several measures have also been recently developed in a data-driven fashion.
Perceptual loss (PL) [10] exploits a neural network pretrained
for image classification to extract features of each image at different levels of abstraction, which are then compared through
mean square error. Amirshahi et al. [3] perform the comparison
using traditional image quality metrics such as SSIM. Bosse et
al. [4] explicitly train a neural network for regression of local
full-reference image quality.

Proposed Method
Search Space
The work presented in this paper is conceptually divided
into two steps, each exploring a different search space (S). First,
we explore the optimization of relative importance of the three
components of SSIM: luminance (α), contrast (β ) and structure
(γ); in this case, the sliding window’s size is fixed at 11 as suggested in [21]; we denote this search space as S(α,β ,γ) . Second,
we extend the previous idea by including the sliding window’s
size as a parameter (w) in our optimization procedure; we denote this search space as S(α,β ,γ,w) . Further experiments might
include the optimization of stability constants C1 , C2 , C3 , although we reserve this for future works. By adapting nomenclature from EC, a given candidate-solution can be seen as a
fixed-length chromosome of real-values which size varies from
3 to 4, depending if the window’s size is included or not; formally, assuming S(α,β ,γ,w) a chromosome c at iteration i assumes
the form ~Xc,i = [Xα,c,i , Xβ ,c,i , Xγ,c,i , Xw,c,i ]. Since the chromosome’s values represent the exponents associated to each SSIM
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component, we bound them in the (0, 3] interval, thus giving
each component the chance to range from rooted form, to linear, quadratic, and up to cubic order. As a consequence of this
decision, initial candidate-solutions were generated under continuous uniform distribution ∼ U(0, 3], regardless of the search
algorithm and the search space.
Taking into consideration that the sliding window’s size is
an integer number and the fact we are approaching the problem
from the perspective of continuous optimisation, we decided to
create a special mapping from the set of admissible real-values in
the chromosome, to the set of admissible values for the window’s
size. More specifically, the (0, 3] interval was divided in 5 even
sub-intervals, each representing an admissible window size w ∈
[7, 9, 11, 13, 15].

Fitness Function
Since the goal of our Optimization Problem (OP) is to find
a set of parameters for SSIM which maximises its similarity with
MOS, we formalize the similarity measure f as Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient (SRCC) between both measures, such that
f : S → [−1, 1], with higher values representing higher similarity, i.e., better fitness. The domain ∀s ∈ S can be formally defined
as R3 and R4 in (0, 3], for S(α,β ,γ) and S(α,β ,γ,w) respectively.

Optimization Algorithms
The motivation behind the application of EC-based techniques is related to their adaptive capacity to learn and control
their environments [14]. It is important to highlight that the
objective of this paper is not to perform an exhaustive hyperparameter exploration for the considered algorithms. Instead, our
goal is to prove the suitability of the proposed method to optimize
SSIM’s parameters. For that, we experiment with a set of semantically diverse algorithms: Genetic Algorithm (GA), Differential
Evolution (DE) and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO).
Grid Search Given that the number of fitting parameters can
be said small, one could be tempted to simply apply an exhaustive search of the parameters’ space. However, this does not seem
to be such an easy task for the following reasons. Although we
bound the search-space in (0, 3] hype-cube, the space is continuous which means that the set of candidate solutions is, in theory,
infinite. However, even if one admits discretization of the continuous search-space, following results presented in this paper we
consider 3 decimal points, and admitting only 3 fitting parameters (α, β , γ), there will be 30003 candidate-solutions to evaluate. Considering that one candidate-solution takes, in average
terms, 5 seconds to be evaluated on the set of 1700 images, divided in batches of size 100, using a MSI GS65 Stealth Thin 8RF
computer and GPU capabilities, then 30003 candidate-solutions
will take 135000000000 seconds or 1562500 days. Whereas a
single execution of an optimization heuristic like Genetic Algorithm parametrized as in our experiments, takes 250 seconds to
generate one solution.
Genetic Algorithm (GA) Genetic Algorithm is a metaheuristic introduced by Holland [9]. The algorithm starts
with a random-like population of the candidate-solutions (called
chromosomes). Then, by mimicking natural selection and
genetically-inspired variation operators such as crossover and
mutation, the algorithm breeds a population of next-generation
candidate-solutions (called offspring population), which replaces
the previous population (a.k.a. parents population). The procedure is iterated until reaching some stopping criteria, like a predefined number of iterations (also called generations).
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In our experiments, GA was used with a tournament selection of size 2. The survival was elitist, always copying the best
individual into the next generation. Given that chromosomes
are vectors of real-valued numbers, we opted to use a geometric crossover and ball-mutation with probabilities 0.7 and 0.3
respectively. In this case, the resulting offspring always stands
on the segment joining the points representing the parents in the
search space. Box-mutation, which consists of a random perturbation of chromosome’s values in a given range, was applied at
every chromosome’s position with a probability of 0.2 and the
bound of perturbation was set to 1. No inversion was used.
Differential Evolution (DE) Differential Evolution is a
stochastic and population-based meta-heuristic originally designed for solving continuous OPs by Storn and Price in 1995
[19, 18]. In DE, parents’ selection is performed at random, meaning that all chromosomes have an equal probability of being selected for mating, regardless of their fitness value. The variation consists of two steps: mutation and crossover. The mutation
creates an offspring based on a scaled difference between two
randomly selected parents, added to a third population member.
The scaling factor F usually lies in [0.4, 1] as reported
in [6]. In a binomial crossover, the type of crossover we have
used in our experiments, the elements of the resulting mutant
(called the donor) are exchanged, with probability Cr , with the
elements of one of the previously selected parents (called the target); that is, the crossover is performed on each of the D indexes
of the donor with a probability Cr , by exchanging its values with
the target. Finally, the best solution passes to the next iteration.
In our experiments, DE was used with F = 0.5 and Cr = 0.2.
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Particle Swarm Optimization is another form of stochastic and population-based
meta-heuristic, developed by Eberhart and Kennedy in 1995 [11].
Following PSO’s nomenclature, a population is called a swarm,
and a candidate-solution a particle. In PSO, the position of particle p at iteration i, ~x p,i , is updated at each iteration based on
a procedure that takes two components into account: the particle’s and swarm’s best-so-far positions. Formally, the procedure for particle’s position update is defined as [17]: ~x(p,i) =
~ p−
~x(p, i−1) +~v(p,i) , such that ~v(p,i) = w ∗~v(p, i−1) + K1 φ~1 (lbest
~ −~x(p, i−1) ), where ~x(p,i) represents the
~x(p, i−1) ) + K2 φ~2 (gbest
~ p and gbest
~ represent
position of particle p at iteration i, lbest
the local and global best, respectively, with K1 and K2 being
two positive constants used to scale their contribution. φ~1 and φ~2
are random vectors which follow ∼ U(0, 1) at each dimension.
Following the above-mentioned definition of PSO’s update-rule,
the swarm’s positions are updated taking into consideration the
same version of the current global best. Alternatively, Carlisle
and Dozier [5] have proposed an Asynchronous update (A-PSO),
where global best is identified immediately after updating the position of each particle.
Throughout our experiments, in both variants of PSO, we
have used equal weights for acceleration coefficients K1 = K2 =
1.0, inertia weight w was set equal to 0.6, and the components of
~v p,i were constrained in [−2, 2].

Experimental Setup and Results
Datasets
Experiments are conducted on two well-known datasets for
assessment of image quality: TID2008 [15] and CSIQ [12].
These share a similar set of distortions, therefore allowing an investigation of the generalizability across datasets sampled from
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Table 1: Statistics on SRCC between optimized SSIM and MOS,
obtained with different optimization algorithms. We report the
sample mean (x̄), median (e
x) and standard deviation (s).
15

Algorithms

TID2008training
xeSRCC
sSRCC
x̄SRCC

x̄SRCC

Baseline

0.767

0.767

0.007

0.770

0.771

0.016

APSO(α,β ,γ)
DE(α,β ,γ)
GA(α,β ,γ)
SPSO(α,β ,γ)

0.830
0.832
0.806
0.826

0.831
0.832
0.807
0.826

0.008
0.007
0.013
0.007

0.798
0.804
0.809
0.806

0.797
0.807
0.810
0.807

0.017
0.014
0.012
0.014

APSO(α,β ,γ,w)
DE(α,β ,γ,w)
GA(α,β ,γ,w)
SPSO(α,β ,γ,w)

0.840
0.841
0.834
0.839

0.838
0.840
0.834
0.838

0.009
0.008
0.008
0.012

0.795
0.816
0.794
0.799

0.797
0.822
0.796
0.800

0.028
0.024
0.025
0.027

11

9

Window’s sizes

13

7

𝑺(𝜶,𝜷,𝜸)

𝑺(𝜶,𝜷,𝜸,𝒘)

Figure 1: Distribution of SSIM parameters according to each algorithm. The left chart is related to the optimization of luminance, contrast and structure exponents. The right chart considers the joint optimization of exponents and window size.
similar distributions.
The first, TID2008 [15], was used for the estimation of
SSIM’s parameters with the proposed method. TID2008 is composed of 25 reference images, each corrupted with 17 types of
distortions at 4 different levels for each type of distortion, resulting in 1700 reference-distortion pairs. The visual quality of distorted images was subjectively evaluated through MOS of more
than 800 volunteers of different cultural level from three countries have participated to the experiments.
The second dataset, CSIQ [12], was used to assess the
method’s generalization ability, i.e., the generalization of proposed parameters on a dataset created upon completely different reference images. CSIQ was built from 30 reference images,
each corrupted with 6 types of distortions at 5 different levels,
resulting in 900 reference-distortion pairs. The visual quality of
distorted images was subjectively evaluated by 35 different volunteers. Unlike for TID2008, authors reported their results in the
form of Differential Mean Opinion Scores (DMOS), where larger
values stand for greater visual distortion when compared to the
reference. For this reason, a negative correlation is expected between SSIM and DMOS.
Wang et al. [1] argument that SS-SSIM is most effective
if used at the appropriate scale, which depends on both the image resolution and the viewing distance. For this reason, all images are rescaled according to the empirical formula provided by
the authors. The viewing distance is fixed for both datasets, although it would be interesting to further experiment on datasets
which incorporate evaluation at varying distance levels, such as
VDID [8] and CID:IQ [13].

Parameters
All algorithms were executed for 30 generations with a population size equal to 20. To account for the algorithms’ stochastic
nature and provide a statistically sustained analysis of the experimental results, we repeated the experiments for 30 times (runs),
each with a different seed for the pseudo-random number generator. During training, we have left away 30% of the referencedistortion pairs for estimation of the algorithms’ generalization
ability to then have the possibility to compare these estimates
with the (real) fitness observed on a previously unseen dataset.
To accelerate our algorithmic procedures, we decided to use only
50% of the reference-distortion pairs from the training partition,
selected at random and without replacement at the beginning of
each iteration. When estimating SSIM’s parameters on TID2008
we defined the similarity measure f as SRCC between the proposed SSIM and MOS. Nevertheless, after estimating the param-
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TID2008test
xeSRCC
sSRCC

eters based on SRCC, we also assessed both Pearson’s (PCC) and
Kendall’s (KRCC) correlation coefficients.

Experimental Results
After 30 iterations of each run, we selected the best solution
of each algorithm based on its performance on unseen data.
Figure 1 reports the distribution of parameters obtained by
each algorithm, after repeating the experiments 30 times. The
sub-figure on the left regards the study of S(α,β ,γ) , whereas the
sub-figure on the right regards the study of S(α,β ,γ,w) . All the
algorithms, regardless of the search space, suggest that the three
components should have a different impact on the overall SSIM
computation. The luminance, contrast, and structure components
can be considered as independent pseudo-probabilities, since
each is constrained between 0 and 1, and they are multiplied to
compute the joint probability associated to the overall image similarity. By raising all components to a lower-than-one exponent,
as found by our optimization process, we are in fact increasing
each probability, with the effect of being less penalizing on the
final similarity score. In particular, the luminance component is
subject to a stronger distortion due to the extremely-low exponent found, meaning that it will impact the SSIM only for very
low values of luminance similarity. We consider this data-driven
finding as an important achievement since scientific community
essentially uses α = β = γ = 1, as suggested in [21].
The right sub-figure shows that, in median terms, almost all
the algorithms agree upon window’s size, 11, which is consistent with the literature [21]. GA is the only algorithm in which
the median is one level below (9); nevertheless, this does not decrease GA’s performance. This can be seen from Table 1, which
reports the sample mean (x̄), median (e
x) and standard deviation
(s) of SRCC achieved by each algorithm, on the training and test
partitions of the TID2008 database, after 30 runs. It also includes
SSIM’s statistics when its components are subject to no exponentiation (α = β = γ = 1) and the window’s size equal to 11, as
suggested in [21]. The latter is reported as the baseline.
From the analysis of Table 1, one can observe not only
the large difference with the baseline but also the fact that the
algorithms’ performance significantly differs from one search
space, denoted as Algorithm(α,β ,γ) , to another, denoted as
Algorithm(α,β ,γ,w) . One can clearly see that the latter achieves
higher SRCCs on training partition whereas the former higher
SRCCs on unseen partitions. This factor suggests that algorithms
overfit more on S(α,β ,γ,w) ; nevertheless, the best-expected performance is achieved on S(α,β ,γ,w) by Differential Evolution (DE).
Another insight can be derived from the analysis of standard deviation s: although on S(α,β ,γ) algorithms tend to present higher
stability from one run to another, which can be related to previous observation about their generalization ability, in general
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Table 2: Enumeration of the suggested parameters, and comparison of the corresponding performance with other image quality assessment measures on the TID2008 and CSIQ datasets.
Algorithms

Parameters
β
γ

w

SRCC

0.054
0.062
0.063
0.009

0.789
0.731
0.529
0.826

0.843
0.883
0.554
0.779

11
11
13
7

0.811
0.811
0.821
0.821

1
-

1
-

1
-

11
11
-

0.773
0.838
0.653
-0.572

α

SSIM-SPSO(α,β ,γ)
SSIM-GA(α,β ,γ)
SSIM-DE(α,β ,γ,w)
0
SSIM-DE(α,β
,γ,w)
SSIM (default) [21]
MS-SSIM [22]
VIFP [16]
VGG-based PL [10]

TID2008 f ull
PCC

KRCC

SRCC

CSIQ f ull
PCC

0.769
0.770
0.756
0.775

0.613
0.612
0.623
0.620

-0.923
-0.925
-0.916
-0.923

-0.843
-0.848
-0.826
-0.833

-0.751
-0.752
-0.743
-0.751

0.739
0.784
0.637
-0.545

0.575
0.641
0.494
-0.409

-0.861
-0.893
-0.880
0.788

-0.780
-0.709
-0.883
0.738

-0.673
-0.714
-0.696
0.571

KRCC

terms all algorithms present a fair stability: from 0.007 to 0.013
on training and from 0.012 to 0.027 on the test partition.
The algorithms’ median was compared to the baseline’s employing Wilcoxon’s paired signed-rank test with a Bonferroni
correction and significance level a = 0.05, under the null hypothesis that the median difference between pairs of observations is
zero. Since for all the pairs algorithm-baseline the null hypothesis was rejected, we do not report the tests’ statistics table.

database [10]. More specifically, PL calculates the aggregated
perceptual differences in content and style between features of
the reference-distortion pairs, obtained at different levels of the
network.
From Table 2 it is possible to observe the superior performance of SSIM with the proposed parameters. On the TID2008
database, one can see that SSIM’s similarity was raised almost
to the level of semantically more complete and computationally more complex MS-SSIM. The difference between them, in
terms of SRCC, was reduced from 0.065 to 0.017. On the CSIQ
database, one can observe that SSIM under the parameters we
propose exhibits the highest similarity when compared to other
measures, except for MS-SSIM when measured in terms of PCC.
Table 3 shows a more detailed comparison between SSIM
with default parameters, and SSIM optimized through Differential Evolution, grouping the distortion types into clusters as indicated in [2]. The column SRCCSSIM(de f ault) represents the average SRCC calculated from SSIM with default parameter set,
whereas SRCCSSIM−DE represents calculations from one of the
proposed sets of parameters (see Table 2).

Recommended parameters

Conclusions

The objective of this sub-section is to provide a concrete
solution for the initially defined objective: the maximization of
SSIM’s similarity with MOS. Table 2 reports the performance of
eight image quality assessment measures on the two described
datasets: TID2008 [15] and CSIQ [12]. It is worth noticing that
the table’s results were obtained from executing the measures on
the full set of reference-distortion pairs in each dataset.
The first rows regard four sets of suggested parameters
for SSIM, obtained during our experiments. More specifically, the SPSO(α,β ,γ) and GA(α,β ,γ) were obtained from the
study of SSIM’s components relative importance. The last two,
0
DE(α,β ,γ,w) and DE(α,β
,γ,w) , were obtained from the extended
study which also included the window’s size.
For comparison, we report the performance of four existing
measures. The first measure is the baseline SSIM, parametrized
as in [21]. The second measure is a multi-scale extension of
SSIM (MS-SSIM), which incorporates different variations of
viewing conditions [22]. It is a more complete measure, although computationally more demanding since it involves computation of several SSIM’s components at 5 different scales of
the reference-distortion pairs. The third measure is the pixelbased version of Visual Information Fidelity (VIFP) [16], a measure that combines the information present in the reference image
with the quantification of how much of this reference information
can be extracted from the distorted image. The fourth measure is
called Perceptual Loss (PL) and it is based on a pre-trained Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), called VGG-16, on ImageNet

In this work, we exploited Evolutionary Computation (EC)
meta-heuristics to explore SSIM parameters to increase its similarity with human Mean Opinion Score (MOS) on the TID2008
dataset. Our experiments proved the suitability of the proposed
approach, as the obtained results pointed to significantly superior
similarity with MOS when compared to the baseline. Moreover,
SSIM with suggested parameters is proved to be better or comparable to other more computationally expensive measures on a
completely different dataset (CSIQ). The optimized parameters
provided by our approach present an interesting insight in the
application of SSIM, suggesting that the luminance-based component should negatively impact the overall similarity score only
for very low levels of luminance similarity. In the future we
intend to further investigate the sensitivity of our optimization
approach to different amounts of training data, and to evaluate
its generalization ability in optimizing other measures for image
quality assessment.

Table 3: Average SRCC on each distortion type for TID2008.
Distortion type
Noise
Noise2
Safe
Hard
Simple
Exotic
Exotic2

22

SRCCSSIM(de f ault)

SRCCSSIM−DE

0.825
0.783
0.851
0.824
0.896
0.679
0.742

0.833
0.794
0.854
0.828
0.900
0.668
0.735
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